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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description: We all get lost in the grind of life, and when it sweeps us up for too long, we burnout. Technology has the promise of keeping us more efficient, productive, informed, and connected. Which is good, right?! As with anything, too much is never a good thing. Join us and consider how technology might be increasing life’s stresses and strains, and learn practical tactics to reduce stress and build resilience. “This activity, ID No. 317120, has been approved for 1.25 Business recertification credit hours toward aPHR™, PHR®, PHRca®, SPHR®, GPHR®, PHRi™ and SPHRi™ recertification through HR Certification Institute® (HRCI®). Please make note of the activity ID number on your recertification application form. For more information about certification or recertification, please visit the HR Certification Institute website at www.hrci.org."



Where We are Headed… 

• Understand relationship between stress and performance, 
and HR’s role in bolstering the bottom line 

• Awareness of how technology can undermine organizational 
values and how to move toward alignment and reinforcement 

• Learn how to become a stronger business partner by using 
organization-wide approaches to reduce stress and build 
resilience 
 
 



Stress and Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY: We default in assuming stress is not a good thing. In fact, it can be very good for our performance. The important consideration is how much stress you are experiencing. When we experience too much stress, we begin to feel exhausted, overloaded, anxious and frustrated. If allowed to go on for too long, we burnout. We deplete our reserves and are left extinguished. We most often talk about Too Much stress, but Too Little stress can negatively affect our performance too. ASK: If we’re being honest, what happens when we feel no pressure to complete something? (Get: we procrastinate) SAY: Yes. We find it difficult to muster up the motivation to complete the task, especially when it’s a tasks we have mastered or is just not that complicated to complete (e.g., filling our a form). 



Technology – Love It, Hate It 

• Email 
• Mobile phone 
• Internet 
• Computers 
• Texting/Instant messaging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK: What are some of the things we love about technology? (Get: resource, access, collaboration, connection)ASK: In a survey of 1000 commuters (i.e., people who were on their way to work), take a guess what percentage of people said they would rather be without heat or electricity than without an internet connection? 38%...and the survey was completed in 2013. (study done in UK)ASK: What are some reasons we hate it?SAY: Just as with everything, there is a dark-side to Technology, as we have been discussing. The worst part about it is we often times don’t notice it. It silently seems to take over more and more of our time, energy, and focus. Eventually, it starts to elbow out important activities (e.g., spending time with our best friend), roles (e.g., helping your child keep their cool when they’re struggling with a challenging classmate), or needs we have (e.g., stealing some time to indulge in a favorite past-time; if you’re like me, salsa dancing). It’s like starting to paint a canvas with your favorite color and before you know it, it’s the only color on your canvas. But it’s not the only color we like. And the canvas looks pretty boring with only the one color. With its amazing capacity and capability, our technology-based connection to the world can quickly take control of our canvas.Arguably, the two most common and pervasive technological influences we have in our workplace today are Email and Mobile Phones? So, I want to spend our time today talking about how they can insidiously disrupt our performance and cause us stress. Let’s start with Email.



Email 

• Dark-side of Email 
– Numerous 
– Constant 
– Arrives at any/all times 
– Void of emotional context 

• Why it’s so hard to say “No” 
– No limitations established 
– Research: Learned behavior 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK: What are some ways email detract from our performance?SAY: Email is terrific for information, and terrible at anything emotionally-based. We’ve all received and sent an email that was interpreted badly and escalated a situation into an otherwise avoidable conflict. Emails are stripped from all the other communication cues we count on to understand what someone is saying. There is no tone or body language, and those become most important when talking about a topic that we are uncomfortable discussing (e.g., a difference in opinion).For our topic today, though, let’s focus on the Numerous emails we get at all times of day, and sometimes at all times of night. ASK: Why is it so hard for us to not check your work email when we see or hear a notification that we’ve received an email?SAY: Research conveniently explains why we have such a hard time ignoring those notifications. Decades ago, a psychologist named Skinner conducted ground-breaking studies explaining how behaviors are learned and reinforced. What he found was the most effective way to keep a behavior occurring over and over was to reward the behavior intermittently. So, what does this look like. After a certain number of times a behavior is performed (e.g., pulling a lever on a slot machine), the behavior is reward (i.e., person receives a pay-out…maybe even the jackpot). Casinos have capitalized on how to most effectively keep us at those slot machines, and email notifications function exactly the same. We never know what email we might have received. It could be junk mail or an email we’ve been anxiously waiting for (e.g., a meeting you’ve been trying to schedule with an important client for a month). So every time the notification pops up (or we hear that chime), we can’t resist checking. It’s working on a basic behavior reinforcement we all share.And here’s one reason why it’s so important to say “No” to 24/7 email…



How Our Concentration Works 

Peak Peak 

Interruption 

It takes 15 minutes to reach peak concentration, 
 no matter how big or small the interruption is 
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Presentation Notes
SAY: Most of us have developed some really bad habits that work against realizing our best thinking, contribution, and performance. Many times it’s because we’re not aware of what we need to perform optimally. Like we talked about regarding how stress impacts our performance, we now understand how our brain functions in ramping up to be fully focused, immersed, and engaged. So, HR professionals can be sure to share why we need to block our own time and to be aware of how much we might be interrupting other people’s “flow”.



Email and Culture 

• Common Drivers:  
– Low Trust 
– Conflict avoidance 
– Short-cuts 

• Threatened Values: 
– Trust 
– Collaboration and teamwork 
– Innovation 
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Presentation Notes
ASK: Who knows of someone who wakes up in the middle of the night because they hear an email or text notification?SAY: Part of optimizing how you use email as a tool is knowing when you need to get off email and get into a real-life conversation with someone.Low-trust – using email to document conversations; including Supervisor because of accountability concernEmail as a “shortcut”: “Reply All” – People on auto-pilot and don’t have to think about who NEEDS to be included in reply; Over using email instead of choosing optimal way to communicate, discuss, etc. Can cause confusion, out-of-sequence and uncoordinated discussions, etc.



Taming The Beast –  
Making Email Work 

• Purposeful use of “tool” 
– Block time to work on email 
– Create filters (e.g., “cc:”, daily reports) 
– Intentional selection of recipients 
– Information vs. Emotion 

• Create comfortable spaces to meet/gather  
• Discourage late-hour emails 
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Presentation Notes
ASK: Who knows of someone who wakes up in the middle of the night because they hear an email or text notification?SAY: Part of optimizing how you use email as a tool is knowing when you need to get off email and get into a real-life conversation with someone.Low-trust – using email to document conversations; including Supervisor because of accountability concernEmail as a “shortcut”: “Reply All” – People on auto-pilot and don’t have to think about who NEEDS to be included in reply; Over using email instead of choosing optimal way to communicate, discuss, etc. Can cause confusion, out-of-sequence and uncoordinated discussions, etc.



Mobile Phone 

• Times average person turns on their 
phone per day? 

• Helpful Apps 
– Instant or Moment 
– Offtime or Unplugged 

• Research:  
Physical separation                                
from phone 
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Presentation Notes
SAY: Our mobile/cell phone. It’s become so seemingly essential, we panic when we don’t have it in our hand or otherwise on our person. It’s what we don’t ever want to leave home without. I would guess it’s more constantly with us than anything else in our lives. We accessorize it, we choose ring tones, we store our memories on it, we ask smart and silly questions and look up the answers on it, we watch, listen, and play on it. No wonder we love…no, better said…obsess over it.150 times per day2.5 hours per day (assuming each time took 1 min)



Mobile Phone and Culture 

• Common Drivers 
– Overachieving 
– Fast-Paced 
– Customer-focused 

• Threatened Values 
– Work-life balance 
– Learning 
– People-focused 
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Presentation Notes
SAY: Especially important for leaders/managers to model “unplugging”, and to not violate the unspoken rule and allow employee to have undisturbed time away from work.



Mobile Phone - Love Contained 

• Purposeful use of “tool” 
– Education 

• Insidiousness of constant connection 
• Power of “notifications” 
• Silent distraction 

– Phones during meetings 
• Strongly encourage unplugging from work 
• Reward “Smart” work 
• Discourage communication during PTO 

(especially vacation) 
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SAY: Especially important for leaders/managers to model “unplugging”, and to not violate the unspoken rule and allow employee to have undisturbed time away from work.



Work Really 
Hard 

Stop 

Recover 
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KEY – Balance between hard work and recoveryASK: What are some of your favorite ways to “Recover”?



Sleep and Performance 

• Research 
– Cognitive decline 

• Memory 
• Focus 
• Problem-solving 
• Decision-making (judgment) 
• Cognitive speed 
• Math processing 
• Reaction speed 

– Emotional decline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Declines seen after being awake for more than 18 hrs OR 5-6 hrs of sleep for several consecutive nights. Can be especially true with heavy work travel schedules.Impairment is just as risky as being intoxicated (.1%). It’s like being drunk all the time!Science: Biological drive to sleep when you are deprived. Like someone in the passenger sleep grabbing a hold of your steering wheel.Disrupts cognitive performance – same as legal drunkennessCircadian rhythm – helps us consolidate sleep in one long interval (because, as a species, don’t sleep throughout the day)Brain needs time to “warm up” – typcially 5-20 mins (matters if you’re woken up suddenly and try to function immediately after…like waking suddenly after your plane lands)Reference: Fryer, B. (2006). Sleep deficit: The performance killer. Harvard Business Review, October issue. Retrieved from: https://hbr.org/2006/10/sleep-deficit-the-performance-killer



Sleep and Culture 

• Common Drivers 
– Overachieving 
– Competitive 
– Results-oriented 

• Threatened Values 
– Work-life balance 
– Health 
– Safety 



Fiercely Protecting Sleep 

• Corporate Policy 
– Scheduling 
– Travel 

• Education 
• After-hour work communication 
• Limit scheduling early/late work events 
• Be aware of stories celebrating “road-

warrior” behaviors 
• Encourage rest and recuperation 



Recovery and Culture 

• Common Drivers 
– Overachieving 
– Competitive 
– Results-oriented 

• Threatened Values 
– Work-life balance 
– Learning and growth 
– Recognition 



Recovery – Getting Grit-ty 

• Education 
– Resilience cycle 
– Joyful activities 
– Benefit of breaks 
– Avoiding hot-button triggers 

• Celebrate milestones and completions 
• Timing of assignments 
• Promote learning 
• Encourage use of all paid time-off given 
• Encourage pursuit of personal goals 
• Discourage communication during PTO 
• Create comfortable spaces to gather or get away 
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Presentation Notes
Personal goals – especially non-work relatedDiscourage communication – especially vacation



Where We Ventured… 

• Understand relationship between stress and performance, 
and HR’s role in bolstering the bottom line 

• Awareness of how technology can undermine organizational 
values and how to move toward alignment and reinforcement 

• Learn how to become a stronger business partner by using 
organization-wide approaches to reduce stress and build 
resilience 
 



Let’s Stay Connected! 

Erin Greilick, Ph.D. 
Affiliate, Strata Leadership 

 
– Strategic Change Leadership 
– Executive Development 
– Cross-functional Teams 

Erin_Greilick 

strataleadership.com 

Erin Greilick 
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